
Unless Rapid Eradicating the Virus,We would Encounter More Horrific One.
All nation people virus testing enable the settlement by short time and expense .Negative

people can come back business,and positive ones are isolated to be medic cared.

Unless Rapid Eradicating the Virus,We would Encounter More Horrific One.The virus

mutation is told rapid toward generating more toxic one.....2020/6/3,4

 A 14-year-old Indian prophecy hits a topic in the world, Pandemic killing
within hours of infection at the end of 2020,,
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/733.html

*you should employ Google translator.

Surprisingly his prophecy is almost real since the beginning to end of May.

However southern hemisphere nations now are encountering strong pandemic.

● Many new virus types will appear from December 20, 2020

● Humans may develop a vaccine against the new coronavirus, but super bugs will appear

during the period from December 20, 2020 to March 31, 2021.

● The virus becomes a real fatal thing

What is the horror of it?▶ Simultaneous multiple occurrences in the world

▶ Death within 1 to 2 days or hours

▶None know the route of infection

▶ No preventive measures are effective (there is no cure)

● This happens due to human collective responsibility.

● All human beings awaken and finally can overcome this plague.

● The only countermeasure is to boost immunity. The most important thing among those is

to eat organic vegetables-it strengthens immunity. Turmeric is especially recommended

● Nutrition, sleep, and mental management are important

 Prahlad Jani, the Indian who claimed he hadn't eaten or drunk for eighty years, died
The yogi, who has been the subject of medical studies but also of doubts, died on Tuesday

at the age of 90, announced his neighbor to AFP.

https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/inde/prahlad-jani-l-indien-qui-affirmait-ne-pas-avoir-mang

e-ni-bu-pendant-80-ans-est-mort_3981803.html

During this second study, he was constantly monitored by cameras, he held without eating or

drinking, but also without urinating or defecating, for two weeks, astounding the observing

doctors ."This phenomenon remains a mystery," said a neurologist on the team at the time.

Some they may be enough mysterious people.Once famous Sai Baba had emerged.
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 Non Stopping Mutations toward Horrific Event ?!

 Virtual Experiment on Evolution by all selecting maze forks toward final goal.

It is difficult to reach final goal for a snail,however,if snail could proliferate enough at each

fork junctions to go all the ways,some of they never fail to reach final goal.If this was so

called the frequent virus mutations,it could be possible to realize horrific event at last ?!

 BREAKING NEWS : Researchers from Institut of Pasteur Say That New Coronavirus
Has Rapid Multiplication Capabilities Both In Host And In Culture
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-news-:-researchers-from-institut-of-paste

ur-say-that-new-coronavirus-has-rapid-multiplication-capabilities-both-in-host-and-in-culture

The fast multiplying property could have numerous implications and also shows that the

coronavirus is indeed virulent and potent.

  lso note that most of infected are no onset or mild disease,which invisibly turn to possibly

cause large infection.Immunity has two step of innate immune and adaptive one.Those healthier

may be stronger in immune.

https://www.creative-diagnostics.com/innate-and-adaptive-immunity.htm

https://geekymedics.com/immune-response/

https://ruo.mbl.co.jp/bio/product/allergy-Immunology/article/Natural-immunity-Acquid-immunity.html

APPENDIX-1:Why 2nd Wave Virus was More Toxic than 1st One in the Spanish Cold ?.
This is amateur opinion.In order to survive during temporal pandemic pause(virus hibernation

period) , the virus must stay in someones host who are visibly healthy,but silently infected for

long time till 2nd infection explosion.Their healthy is kept by their stronger immune,however some

virus has been surviving toward aiming to break through their immune by taking long time to

mutate.Or such mutated virus was once spreaded to others whose immune was weak,then 2nd

wave is to begin.What author wish to tell is that necessity of All People Testing is to detect

healthier people with silent hibernation virus in temporal infection declined period.He wish

experts accurate critics toward intercepting 2nd explosion.

 Emergency Warning toward Rapid Eradicating the Virus.
Horrific evolution of the virus can be intercepted only by not allowing time to evolve.

It is nothing, but rapid eradicating the virus by all global people testing.It is certainly hard

task,but possible by global sufficient fund with both established technology and the

production ability at now !!
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 We Could Win Virus by Testing All Nation People in!! a short Time & Expense.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

 Corona Test for 9.8 Million Wuhan Residents,300 Positive, "Now the Safest City" 6/3

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/f121a85e77b901d1c313211d89de14aac0678eee

Approximately 9.8 million people were tested between 4/14 and 5/ 1, and only 300 tested

positive,The cost is 13.6 billion yen / 10 million people = 1360 yen / person.

This is a historical and clear winning against the Virus In Wuhan the first attacked city!!.

 This is the 1st region where they tried All People Testing toward Virus Eradication.

How one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611

0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

 How to Detect the Virus by real time PCR Tester.
Overview of qPCR<Real-time PCR explained>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kvy17ugI4w

Necessary process is picking up virus from patient and mix with reagent(sample making) .

*Note now easy saliva sampling had become realized,which employ no experts,but amateur.

And set those into automatic tester and the switch on !,In a time,the result is to output.Virus

Positive is detected by fluorescence(this is action of reagent)threshold level in the concentration

amplification cycle time.Nothing fluorescence is Negative going back home.

*Sample Making(this might cause error possibility?!) process needs test engineer with protection

suits,however amateur could be by the short time training. Note now is wartime !!!”

 An example calculation on a PCR tester

Virus Sensitivity 1 gene→215＝33000 by doubling 15times amplification

Samples in each test 24 samples

Maximum test samples 400 samples/8hours＝1200samples/24hours

Cost of instrument 300000$=25$x1200people=2.5$x12000=0.25$x120000＝

Testing Cost_1

(Setting times 400/24

＝17times/8hours＝

1time/28minute)

Test engineer cost~250$?(8hours)/400people＝0.6$/people

Reagent cost～200$?/120samples＝1.7$/people
http://catalog.takara-bio.co.jp/product/basic_info.php?unitid=U100003224

Testing Cost_2 ?
Total Cost Wuhan=¥1360/(¥109/$)＝12.5$
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https://www.bmbio.com/Portals/0/images/news/support/2020_Palm%20PCR%20S1.pdf

*This tester is not officially approved as medical use by Japan health ministry.

 Very Coarse Estimation may be 10 20$x100million people＝1～2B$.
10 20$ is twice times testing cost by very coarse estimation by author.

Trump signs $2.2 trillion coronavirus rescue package
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/congress-approves-2-trillion-coronavirus-rescue-p

ackage-200327133845317.html

Thus we could repeatedly declare that All People Testing is Short in Time and Expense !.

 Russian public broadcasting reveals shocking facts !!
Corona and population reduction (Bill Gates) subtitle version
http://www.asyura2.com/20/iryo6/msg/198.html

Now many in the world are accusing Bill Gate the fake vaccine billionaire philanthropist.

 The Visible Lynch Exposing Radical White Supremacist in NAZIS USA.

They sat fire to the earth and had escaped to a safe zone?.The people left are to kill with

each others until their own exterminating ??!! →APPENDIX-2

I can't breathe, you're suffocating me,
https://comedonchisciotte.org/i-cant-breath-mi-stai-soffocando/

" Where the man ends, the soldier begins, " wrote the poet David M. Turoldo many years
ago. We have many examples, in Italy and worldwide.

Not only poor black American,but also socialist American may be target of brutal POLICE?

http://www.slate.fr/story/187143/rodney-garcia-elu-republicain-montana-legal-tuer-socialistes

The issue of "American Civil War / Second Civil War" after the pandemic focuses on
"when it will occur", not whether it will happen or not. Already, 73,000 people in 125
militia groups are in immediate battle.
https://blog.goo.ne.jp/nvno/c/5df8355c9595d426e4e901524bee2105

Now some are worry on breaking out of CIVIL WAR the 2nd in USA.

CEO of US top company escaped before corona turmoil?
219 people resigned in January alone,3/29
https://www.mag2.com/p/money/905481/3
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Rich Americans Flee To Luxury ‘Doomsday Resort’ Shelters In New
Zealand As Panic Grows;April 22, 2020;;Zero Hedge
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-ne

w-zealand-as-panic-grows.html

New Zealand has become the ‘doomsday resort’ and #1 pandemic escape destination for

America’s rich.

 Cause of the Pandemic in View of the Proph   

● This happens due to human collective responsibility.

● All human beings awaken and finally can overcome this plague.

APPENDIX-2;Mass Infected People Nations are Breeding Stronger Virus Growing.
Certainly none wish mass infection,while some leaders seem not !!.

So called stabilizing by herd immunity acquiring is entirely fake to cause rapid mutating virus

more toxic.Longer time and larger virus amount would cause coming stronger disaster.

This is nothing,but global war without visible fires.In order to rescue the world now
facing imminent global risk ,we(WHO?,....) must intervene those nations strongly by stronger

global consensus !!!,Then note social lockdown strategy(this is effective,but can not be long

time lasting) is higher cost than All People Testing one.Thereby ,all the nation must haste to

product PCR tester with the reagent.Now it may be stronger weapon than any other ones.

This is war,while people could not recognize,so once global consensus had been,

the consequence is emergency weapon production and the global deployment !!!.

The fund of deployment for Infected person medical care facility,medical equipment and

medical staff must be urgently collected from where rich money are resting.

Note so long as releasing infected people,we could not win by no complete virus radicating.

CEO of US top company escaped before corona turmoil?
219 people resigned in January alone,3/29
https://www.mag2.com/p/money/905481/3

Rich Americans Flee To Luxury ‘Doomsday Resort’ Shelters In New
Zealand As Panic Grows;April 22, 2020;;Zero Hedge
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-ne

w-zealand-as-panic-grows.html

New Zealand has become the ‘doomsday resort’ and #1 pandemic escape destination for

America’s rich.
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